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CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR A TELEPHONE 
\ EXCHANGE SYSTEM WITH CONFERENCE 

' EQUIPMENT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to apparatus for a telephone ex 
change system with conference signal receivers which 
can be engaged from subscriber stations to form a con 
ference connection. The system also includes a confer 

- ence transmission network in which video devices con 
sisting of a television camera and a television receiver 
for video reproduction at the subscriber stations are at 
tached to the participant stations which are to take part 
in the conference connection. 
For some time, circuit arrangements of various types 

for telephone exchange systems have been known, 
which have the facility for connecting auditorially spe 
ci?c or arbitrary subscriber stations of the exchange 
system into a conference connection. With a larger 
number of conference participants connected with 
each other only auditorially, however, the course of the 
conference becomes unclear, because the conference 
participant who is speaking can be recognized by his 
voice only. Just recently, circuit arrangements have be 
come known with which the subscriber stations of a 
telephone exchange system, which are equipped with 
video-telephones, can be connected together into a 
conference connection in video as well as in audio. 

in a circuit arrangement already proposed the video 
devices consisting of a television camera and a televi~ 
sion receiver are attached to the individual telephones 
and are connected with each other for the establish 
ment of a conference connection over common lines, 
like ordinary telephones. 
Whereas, it suffices for an audio conference connec 

tion to connect the telephones of all conference partici 
pants'to a common conference line; for a conference 
hook-up in picture and sound two further common 
video lines are necessary. The ?rst of these is con 
nected with the television receivers of all subscriber 
stations participating in the conference connection for 
the entire duration of the conference, and the second 
line can be engaged singly by the television cameras of 
all subscriber stations participating in the conference, 
as necessary. These two common video lines are con 
nected with each other over a connecting device trans 
initting the picture signals, e.g., over an ampli?er. 
Whereas, at the start of a conference, the television re 
ceivers of all subscriber stations participating in the 
conference are connected to the ?rst video line; only 
the television camera of the subscriber station which 
convenes the conference is connected to the second 
video line, so that only the picture of the convener ap 
pears on the television receivers of all subscriber sta 
tions. In the further course of the conference connec 
tion, then, every other subscriber station can switch to 
the second video line by pressing a key, so that the par 
ticipant speaking at the moment is visible on the televi 
sion receivers of all other conference participants. 
A video telephone conference circuit has become 

known from the German Patent No. 1,914,874, which 
contains a series of subscriber apparatus, which are 
built to send and to receive audio as well as video sig 
nals. The patented apparatus provides means by which 
the individual subscriber apparatus are connected in 
audio and in video in the course of a conference in a 
novel manner. The single picture transmitted in each 
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2 
case is transmitted in dependence upon the speech sig 
nals of the speaking participant and changes each time 
the discourse is taken over by another conference par 
ticipant, the picture of a single privileged participant 
being transmitted although several participants are 
speaking simultaneously. 
An object of the invention is to provide means for 

simplifying the construction and operation of apparatus 
for completingv conference connections in telecommu 
nication exchange systems in which both audio and 
video signals are involved. 
An additional object is to provide means for improv~ 

ing conference connections in telecommunications ex 
change systems over which audio and video signals are 
transmitted such that it will be less difficult for a partic 
ipant to learn the identities of other participants in a 
conference. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The aforementioned and other objects are achieved 
according to the invention in that the video devices of 
the subscriber stations participating in the conference 
connection can be connected together over a video 
conference transmission network having a single 
picture line attached in common to all video devices 
and a combined picture line transmitting a combined 
picture composed of individual pictures of the partici 
pants in a manner appropriate to the course of the con 
ference. All video devices can have their receivers con 
nected to the combined picture line, and they can have 
their cameras and receivers connected to the common 
single picture line, over individual and common switch 
ing means controlled by devices responding to voice 
signals in the conference signal receivers. 
The advantages achieved with the arrangement ac 

cording to the invention lie in the fact that with a larger 
number of conference participants each participant has 
the possibility, by means of the collective picture avail 
able to him to obtain at any time an overview of the in 
stantaneous make-up of the conference. Whereas, nor 
mally, the picture of the participant, who is speaking, 
appears automatically on the television receivers of all 
stations participating in the conference connection; the 
combined picture is transmitted in the pauses in 
speech, as well as upon exit of a participant from the 
conference, over a special common combined picture 
line to the television receivers of all stations participat 
ing in the conference at the time. Thus, the participant 
content of the conference connection is made much 
clearer to all concerned. The conference-related con 
nection of all video devices to the common video lines 
at the cameras and receivers is voice-controlled and 
proceeds through voice receivers lying in the voice 
paths of the individual conference participants or voice 
paths which are to be switched in. 
A further advantage of the invention lies in the fact 

that existing exchanges, even those having no voice 
conference equipment, can readily be converted to 
allow audio-video conferences using this invention. 

In accordance with a further aspect of the invention, 
for the combining of the individual single pictures 
taken by the television cameras of the subscriber sta 
tions participating in the conference connection into a 
combined picture to be transmitted on the combined 
picture line, there is provided a combined picture emit 
ter which contains a picture combining device. The lat 
ter is constituted by a combined picture camera and 
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monitors connected to monitor lines transmitting the 
individual single pictures, and which can be engaged 
individually. A distribution switching network is in 
serted into these monitor lines, and a control device is 
provided for selecting coupling points in the distribu 
tion switching network in order to put together the 
proper combined picture. This selection depends on 
the number of occupied monitor lines. The control de 
vice regulates the partition of the combined picture to 
be forwarded by the combined picture camera as well 
as the sizes of the single pictures reproduced in this 
combined picture. 
A combined picture emitter constructed accordingly 

guarantees an optimal use of the collective picture sur 
face by the single pictures. In conference connections 
between subscriber stations equipped with video 
telephones it is highly desirable to prevent an unpermit 
ted entrance by an unauthorized participant into the 
conference connection. This can ordinarily be 
achieved technically and operationally only at some ex 
pense, but such a case can be monitored simply with 
the aid of the combined picture apparatus of this inven 
tion. 

In accordance with a further feature of the invention, 
an individual single picture line is permanently assigned 
to the individual subscriber stations participating in the 
conference, for the duration of their participation, in 
the picture conference transmission network. This line 
can be connected at the camera of each video device 
over individual switching means which can be voice 
controlled. To these single-picture lines all video de 
vices of authorized subscriber stations can be con 
nected at their receivers over special station keys, at 
any time. This enables conference participants at sub 
scriber stations which are equipped with such special 
station keys to request the picture of every participant 
desired at any time along with the combined picture. 
The composition of the combined picture from the 

single-pictures of the subscriber stations participating 
in the conference connection proceeds, according to a 
further extension of the invention, not only in depen 
dence on the number of conference participants, but 
also in dependence on the special characteristics as 
signed permanently to the individual subscriber sta 
tions. Thus, certain locations on the combined picture 
can be permanently assigned to privileged conference 
participants. For example, the conference leader could 
be portrayed in the center of the combined picture, and 
the other conference participants can be portrayed at 
arbitrary or predetermined points around the confer 
ence leader. 

In accordance with a further aspect of the invention, 
upon exit of any conference participant from the con 
ference connection, in consequence of the temporary 
change in the switching state of the common switching 
means connecting the video devices of all conference 
participants at their receivers to the common video 
lines of the video conference transmission network, the 
video devices of all subscriber stations remaining in the 
conference connection are necessarily connected at 
their receivers with the collective picture line for a 
short time. This is insured by a further common switch 
ing means being activated by means of a current im 
pulse triggered by a switching means which also takes 
over the coupling of the video device of the respective 
subscriber station to the video conference transmission 
network. All participants remaining in the conference 
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receive thereby, with the exit of any participant from 
the conference connection, a combined picture with 
which they can have an overview of the conference 
participants still present. 
The invention further contemplates the use of a tele 

vision camera which can be connected to the combined 
picture line in the video conference transmission net 
work by activating a switch. The camera is assigned to 
an exchange location with access to the voice confer 
ence transmission network which can be connected to 
an existing conference connection for the purpose of 
transmission of a reference picture to the video devices 
of all conference participants. Through this key, in ad 
dition, switching means for switching off the combined 
picture from the combined picture line and for connec 
tion control at the receivers of the video devices of all 
conference participants to the combined picture line 
can be controlled. The operator at the exchange can, 
therefore, be switched in independently of the momen 
tary state of the conference connection and in urgent 
cases can give all conference participants a reference 
picture over the common combined picture line. The 
switching in proceeds preeminently at all times, i.e. 
upon activation of the switching-in key by the operator, 
the video devices of all subscriber stations participating 
in the conference connection at the times are con 
nected automatically with the combined picture line at 
their receivers. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The principles of this invention will be more readily 
understood by reference to a description, given herein 
below, ofa preferred embodiment constructed accord 
ing to these principles in conjunction with the drawings 
in which: 

FIG. 1 is a general schematic diagram of the confer 
ence apparatus used in conjunction with a telephone 
exchange; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a combined picture 

emitter used in the FIG. 1 embodiment; 
FIGS. 3 a—c are exemplary diagrams of the spatial re 

lationships of the various individual pictures in the 
combined pictures issuing from the combined picture 
emitter of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a more detailed schematic diagram of por 

tions of the FIG. 1 embodiment and 
FIG. 5 is a more detailed schematic diagram of video 

conference transmission network portion of the FIG. 1 
embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS: 

According to FIG. 1, every subscriber station N is 
equipped as to have the possibility of participation in 
a video-audio conference connection with a telephone 
T and a video device B consisting ofa television camera 
K and a television receiver M. To each video-telephone 
subscriber station with conference capability, called 
television conference subscriber station N, there can be 
attached individually a conference signal receiver KSE, 
which switches the audio cables a, b of subscriber sta 
tion N, which normally lead into the telephone ex 
change device SpV, over to the voice conference trans 
mission network SpKU upon its entrance into a confer 
ence hook up. This is accomplished by means of a 
change-over relay U (U1, U2, U3) shown in FIG. 4, 
over the audio cables a’, b’. This conference signal re 
ceiver serves, in addition, to receive and evaluate the 
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voice and loop signals ‘of the television conference sub 
scriber station N. Upon entrance into the conference 
connection, the conference signal receiver KSE takes 
over further the feeding of the subscriber station N and, 
after change-over of the audio cables a, b to the voice 
conference transmission ‘network SpKU, controls the 
connection of video cable's m, n of the television con 
ference subscriber station N to the video conference 
transmission network BKU. , 
The through-switching of the video cables m, n of the 

individual television conference subscriber stations 
participating in the conference connection proceeds in 
the video conference transmission network BKU. The 
signals for the through-switching are emitted by a voice 
receiver SpE which is placed in the conference signal 
receiver occupied by the television conference sub 
scriber station. Entry into the television conference 
connection proceeds for each subscriber station N over 
the telephone exchange SpV upon dialing of an auto 
matic subscriber station AT. The latter identifies the 
dialing subscriber station N over an identi?cation de 
vice Id, and when there is a positive identi?cation re 
sult, emits a signal to the conference signal receiver 
KSE which is connected to the calling subscriber sta 
tion. On the basis of the latter signal the control proc 
esses for change-over of the audio cables a, b to the 
voice conference transmission network SpKU and for 
connection of the video cables m, n to the video confer~ 
ence transmission network BKU, are initiated. One of 
the video cables, namely the camera line m, can be 
connected to combined picture emitter SBG, which is 
described further below, over the coupling point KS. 
With a television conference connection, the video 

signals must be directed to the individual subscriber 
stations along with the voice signals. Normally, in this 
situation the picture of the conference participant who 
is speaking is transmitted to the television receivers of 
all subscriber stations participating in the conference 
connection. However, in addition, it isdesirable, espe 
cially with a larger number of conference participants 
to give each participant the possibility of portraying on 
his receiver a picture of the momentary composition of 
the conference participants. This is made possible by 
the invention through the presence of a combined pic 
ture line, on which a combined picture composed of 
the single-pictures of all conference participants is 
available to each participant for the entire duration of 
the conference. 
The combined picture emitter SBG used herefor 

comprises according to FIG. 2, of a picture combining 
device BM, a distribution switching network VK and a 
control device SIE. The picture combining device com 
prises in a simple manner a number of single picture 
monitors M1 to M9 corresponding to the highest possi 
ble number of conference participants, which monitors 
can be connected permanently with the camera lines 
ml to m9, respectively, of the individual television con 
ference subscriber stations, over the monitor lines II to 
I9. The common device GE in FIG. 1 provides for the 
fact that at any one time not more than a prescribed 
number of television conference subscriber stations (in 
the example 9) can participate in a conference connec 
tion. The combined picture signal can be taken from 
the combined picture ‘camera SK, which is placed in 
front of the single picture monitors, arranged spatially 
as in FIG. 3a, and can be transmitted over the com 
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6 
bined picture line SB to video conference transmission 
network BKU. 
The manner of construction of this picture combin 

ing device BM yields the advantage that along with the 
saving on picture and line memories, no synchroniza 
tion of the camera signals among each other is neces 
sary. Normally, the locations M1 to M9 of the com 
bined picture, according to FIG. 3a, are assigned to the 
subscriber stations participating in the conference con 
nection at the moment. While the respective single pic 
tures' are to be seen on the collective picture at the 
places assigned to the subscriber stations participating 
in a television conference connection at the moment, 
the combined- picture remains dark at the places be 
longing to the unengaged monitors. 

Further, FIG. 2 shows a distribution switching net 
work VK inserted in the monitor lines 15 to 19 and a 
control device StE, which can initiate switching func 
tions in the distribution switching network VK over the 
control line SL. Further, control device StE can in?u 
ence the type of composition of the combined picture 
emitted by the combined picture camera SK over ad 
justment line EL and the size of the single pictures re 
produced therein, depending on the number of occu 
pied monitor lines. , i 

The control device StE is connected with the individ 
ual conference signal receivers KSEl to KSE9, which 
are to be assigned to the subscriber stations entering 
the conference connection,- respectively, over nine 
input lines e1 to e9. From these receivers occupation 
signals are directed to the control device over these 
input lines. These occupation signals are evaluated in 
the control device and are used for the adjustment of 
the combined picture described in the following, espe 
cially for the case that only up to four conference sub 
scriber stations are participating in a conference con 
nection. 
The control device StE for the controlling of the dis 

tribution switching network VK and for the adjustment 
of the combined picture camera SK provides that the 
single picture size on the combined picture in one-ninth 
of the total picture size of the combined picture, when 
there are ?ve to nine conference participants and is 
one-fourth of the total picture size of the combined pic 
ture when there are three or four conference partici 
pants.‘ The control device StE recognizes, by the occu 
pation signals received from the individual conference 
receivers, whether the monitor lines I l to 19 leading to 
the single-picture monitors are occupied by camera 
lines ml to m9. For the case that the number of confer 
ence participants is not greater than 4, the monitor 
lines 15 to 19 can be switched over to as yet free single 
picture monitors M1 to M4 over the lines 11' to 14', by 
means of the distribution switching network VK. 
For example, if the monitor lines 2, 3, 5 and 9 have 

been engaged by four subscriber stations desirous of a 
conference, over their camera lines, and no further oc 
cupation signals of other subscriber stations are in the 
control device StE, then the participants at the sub 
scriber stations connected with the monitor lines 12 
and 13 appear on the single picture monitors M2 and 
M3 or at the locations M2 and M3 of the combined pic 
ture according to FIG. 3a. The camera signals on the 
monitor lines 15 and 119 are diverted to the single pic 
ture monitors M1 and M4 by means of the coupling 
points k1 and k20 of the distribution switching network 
VK and the lines 11' and 114'. In addition, in this case 
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the combined picture camera SK is regulated by the 
control device over the adjustment line EL with respect 
to position and size of the single-pictures sent by the 
conference subscriber stations, such that the single pic 
tures of the participant connected to the monitor lines 
12, 13, 15 and 19 are arranged on the combined pic 
ture according to FIG. 3b. Upon entry of further con 
ference subscriber stations, e.g., with occupation of 
further monitor lines 14 and 16, the recoupling of mon 
itor lines 15 and 19 to the single picture monitors M1 
and M4 is made retroactive, and the combined picture 
camera SK is again set such that the individual single 
pictures on the monitor lines 12, 13, 14, l5, l6 and 19 
appear at the locations M2, M3, M4, M5, M6 and M9, 
according to FIG. 3a. The single picture locations as 
signed to monitors M1, M7 and M8 remain dark in the 
combined picture. If in the course of the conference 
the subscriber stations connected over the monitor 
lines 12 and 13 exit from the conference connection, 
then there results a combined picture according to FIG. 
30 after recoupling of the monitor lines 15, 16 and 19 
by means of the coupling points k1, k6 and k19 over the 
lines 11’, 12’ and 13' to the single picture monitors 
M1, M2 and M3, as well as after resetting the combined 
picture camera. 
The control device StE combines, therefore, the sin~ 

gle pictures into a combined picture with the help of 
the distribution switching network VK, depending on 
the number of subscriber stations participating in the 
conference connection. Further, it regulates position 
and size of the single pictures on the combined picture 
over the combined picture de?ecting component. 
With the aid of FIGS. 4 and 5, the construction and 

operation of a television conference connection be 
tween 3 conference subscriber stations N1, N2 and N3 
is now described in greater detail. 
FIG. 4 shows the telephone locations T1, T2, and T3 

of the 3 television conference subscriber stations with 
their subscriber circuits TS 1, T52 and T53 and the con 
ference signal receivers KSE], KSE2 and KSE3, which 
are to be assigned to these television conference sub 
scriber stations upon entry into the conference connec 
tion. The telephones and subscriber circuits are, of 
course, of conventional construction. The individual 
subscriber stations have access with their audio cables 
01, bl or a2, b2 or a3, b3 to a telephone exchange de 
vice SpV, also of known construction, over their sub 
scriber circuits. An automatic subscriber station AT 
along with the identi?cation device Id can be reached 
over the exchange SpV. Every conference signal re 
ceiver contains a relay (e.g., E1 in KSEl) which can be 
temporarily activated by the automatic subscriber sta 
tion AT, a change-over relay (e.g., U1 in KSEl), as 
well as a double winding connecting relay (e.g., A1 in 
KSEl). The individual subscriber stations N1, N2 and 
N3 have access to the voice conference transmission 
network SpKU over the audio cable pairs al’lbl', 
a2’/b2' and a3’/b3' containing the voice receivers 
SpEl, SpE2, SpE3. 

In addition, FIG. 4 shows a coupling relay K1, K2 or 
K3 for each subscriber station, by means of the contact 
pairs of which lkl, 2k2, 3k3, shown in FIG. 5, the video 
devices B1, B2, B3 of the individual subscriber stations 
can be coupled at the receivers and at the cameras to 
the video conference transmission network BKU. 
Relays SP1, SP2 and SP3 shown in FIG. 4, which are 

controlled by the associated voice receivers and are as 
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8 
signed to individual subscriber stations, provide, by 
means of their change-over contacts 4spl, 5sp1 or 
6sp2, 7sp2 or 8sp3, 9sp3 in FIG. 5, for the normal con 
ference through-switching of camera and receiver lines 
ml/nl, m2/n2 and m3/n3 in the video conference 
transmission network BKU, corresponding to the mo 
mentary state of the conference connection. That is, 
the participant, who is speaking, appears on the video 
receivers of all other conference participants as a sin 
gle-picture. 
FIG. 5 illustrates the structural details of video con 

ference transmission network BKU, insofar as neces 
sary to an understanding of the invention. FIG. 5 shows 
a single-picture line EBO connected in common to all 
video devices on which the picture of the conference 
participant who is speaking is available. Each video de 
vice has further, at its receiver, access to the combined 
picture line SB, on which the combined picture is trans 
mitted by the combined picture camera SK (in FIG. 2) 
for the duration of the conference. On the further sin 
gle-picture lines EBl, E82 and EBB, which are con 
nected to the individual conference subscriber stations, 
at their cameras for the entire duration of the confer 
ence, is the picture of the associated subscriber station, 
when that subscriber station is not in a speaking mode. 
The video conference transmission network is so built 
that the picture of the participant who is speaking, 
which is on the corresponding camera line ml or m2 or 
m3, is connected to all video receivers of conference 
participants who are not speaking at the moment. This 
connection is made over the changeover contact 4sp1 
or 6sp2 or 8sp3, which is in the operational setting, as 
well as over the common single-picture line E80, and 
over the change-over contacts Sspl, 7sp2 or 9sp3, 
which are at rest, and over the change-over contacts 
10s, 11s or 12s of the relay S shown in FIG. 4. The relay 
S is attached to all conference subscriber stations in 
common and always responds when any participant is 
speaking. The participant who is speaking receives the 
combined picture coupled over the combined picture 
line SB, over his change-over contact Sspl or 7sp2 or 
9sp3, which is in the operational setting. The combined 
picture is also received, in a pause in the conversation, 
by the television receivers of all conference partici 
pants over the change-over contact 10s, 11s, or 12s, 
which at this time has again dropped out. 

In FIG. 5 a subscriber station is provided with a spe 
cial authorization, insofar as it can receive at any time 
the picture of every other participant or also the com 
bined picture, upon activating the keys TS, TB2 and 
TB3 lying in a row in its receiver video line n1. 

In the following it is assumed that the participants at 
telephones T1 and T2 (in FIG. 4) are already con 
nected to a conference. Their audio cables a1, b1 and 
a2, b2 were already switched over to the voice confer 
ence transmission network SpKU. The feeding of these 
two subscriber stations proceeds from the conference 
signal receivers KSEI and KSE2, which are already at 
tached to these subscriber stations. These two sub 
scriber stations are designated as occupied in the tele 
phone exchange device, for incoming conversation, 
since through the change-over relays U1 and U2 the 
loops of these subscriber stations to the telephone ex 
change device are maintained by inserting the resistors 
R1 and R2. The coupling relays K1 and K2 are excited 
over their change-over contacts 13:11 and Mail by the 
double-winding relays A1 and A2 lying in the connec 
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tion thereto. Over the contact pairs lkl and 2k2 of re 
lays K1 and K2, respectively, (in FIG. 5) the video lines 
of two video devices B1 and B2 are connected to the 
video conference transmission network BKU. For the 
case that neither of these two participants is speaking, 
both video devices Bl and.B2 are connected at their 

’ receiver with their video lines n1 or n2 over the con 
tacts 10s or 1_1s, which are at rest, atthe combined pic 
ture line SB. The cameraofvideo device B1 is con 
nected to the picture line ml over the change-over con 
tact 4spl, which is at rest, at the individual single 
picture line FBI, and the camera'of video device B2 is 
connected to the video line m2 over the changeover 
contact 6sp2,.which is at rest, at the individual single 
picture line BB2. . - 

If the subscriber at telephone location T3 wants to 
enter the conference connection, he dials the auto 
matic subscriber station AT over the telephone ex 
change device SpV, by means of a special code number 
for conferences. If there is a positive identi?cation re 
sult indicating authorization to participate in a confer 
ence, he may proceed to enter the conference connec 
tion. The newly entering participant is accorded a pro 
tective time before entering the conference so that he 
might inform himself as to the identities of the confer 
ence participants. This is accomplished by means of a 
reference picture. After thisv time, AT causes the relay 
E3 in the conference signal receiver KSE3 to respond 
brie?y over contact l5h3. The relay U3 responds over 
contact 16e3, which by means of its contacts l7u3 and 
18u3 switches over the audio cables a3, [23 of the tele~ 
phone T3 to the voice conference transmission net 
work SpKU over the cable pair a3'lb3’, and by means 
of its contact 19u3 keeps the subscriber loop to the 
telephone exchange device closed by insertion of the 
resistor R3. With the take-over of the loop the double 
winding relay A3 responds, and by means of its contact 
20413 maintains a holding circuit for the relay U3, even 
after relay E3 drops out. The coupling relay K3 is ex 
cited by contact 2la3, through whose contact pair 3k3 
(in FIG. 5) the video device B3 of the newly entering 
subscriber station is connected to the picture confer 
ence transmission network BKU. The video device B3 
has its camera connected over video line m3, closed 
contact 3k3 and contact 8sp3 at the common single 
picture line EBO or at individual single-picture line 
BB3. The newly entering conference participant re 
ceives from the combined picture line SB a combined 
picture of the conference participants already present, 
over video line n3, closed contact 3k3, contact 12s and 
contact 9sp3, which is activated brie?y upon entry. 
As shown in FIG. 4, the relay E3 had caused the relay 

SP3 to close brie?y over contacts 22e3 and 23e3, 
whereby the receiver video lines n1 and n2 of the video 
devices B1 and B2 were connected to the common sin 
gle-picture line EBO over the contact 10s or 1 1s of the 
relay s which was switched on through contact 24sp3, 
independent of whether a participant already con 
nected to the conference was speaking at that moment. 
In addition, common separation relay T, which had 
closed brie?y over contact 25e3, interrupted the hold 
ing circuit of a just switched on relay SP1 or SP2 
through opening its contact 26! and caused the corre 
sponding relay to drop out. Through this switching 
function initiated by relay. E3 it is insured that the pic 
ture of a newly entering conference participant appears 
preeminently onall screens of subscriber stations al 
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ready in conference, for a short time, whereas the 
newly entering participant himself receives a combined 
picture. . 

However, if the newly entering conference partici 
pant‘ extinguishes his connection with the automatic 
subscriber station AT during his protection or intro 
duction time, then the automatic subscriber station is 
immediately switched free again, without giving an im 
pulse to the relay E3. 

In the further course of the conference, the through 
switchirig of the video cables in the video conference 
transmission network is controlled by the voice receiv~ 
ers SpEl, SpE2 and SpE3, which are permanently at 
tached to the individual subscriber stations for the du 
ration of the conference. The voice receivers have a 
short rise time and a long fall time; the common coordi 
nation device AB in the known manner provides that 
at any one time only one voice receiver can respond 
(mutual response blocking). Therewith, the participant 
who is speaking at the moment enters the picture and 
is visible for all other participants until, after the fall 
time has expired, another participant picks up the con 
versation and enters the picture. 

If the participant at telephone location T2 is speak 
ing, then his video device B2 is connected at its camera 
with the common single-picture line EBO over the pic 
ture line m2 and the change-over contact 6sp2, and it 
is connected at its receiver with the combined picture 
line SB over the video line n2 and the change-over con 
tacts 11s and 7sp2. This participant receives, therefore, 
the combined picture, whereas the two other partici 
pants at telephones T1 and T3 receive the picture of 
him who is speaking over the change-over contacts 
Sspl and 9sp3, which are at rest. The privileged partici 
pant at the video device B1 can now receive the picture 
of the participants at video device B3, by activating his 
key TB3, or he can receive combined picture through 
activating the key TS. If the participant at telephone Tl 
picks up the conversation after a pause in speaking of 
the participant at telephone T2, then the relay SP1 
closes over voice receiver SpEl, contact 27e1, relay 
SP1, contact 28ell, diode D2, contact 29g and resistor 
R4. This occurs after relay SP2 drops out. After open 
ing the contact 29g of the relay G, which is excited 
(with delayed closing) through contact 30sp1, the relay 
SP1 is maintained over the diode D1, contacts 3lsp1, 
32sp2, 33sp3 and 26t and resistor R4, until the end of 
the fall time of the voice receiver SpEl or until a new 
conference participant enters the conference connec 
tion. In the latter case, as already described above, the 
relay SP1 drops out after opening of contact 26t, as 
does relay G. The individual relay “SP" of the newly 
entering conference participant can be held in a hold 
ing circuit running over the diode D4 or D6 and closed 
contact 29g, after drop out of the relay E, which re 
sponds only brie?y, until the common separation relay 
T drops out. 
The combined picture, which appears on the televi 

sion receivers of all conference participants in the 
pauses in speech, as well as preeminently on the screen 
of a newly entering conference participant, is in addi 
tion visible preeminently on the screens of all confer 
ence participants, with a participant leaves the confer 
ence. If a participant leaves the conference, then, upon 
opening of the loops, the relays in the conference signal 
receiver assigned to him drop out. If, for example, the 
participant at telephone T2 exits from the conference, 
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then the connecting relay A2 drops out. The contact 
14a2 of relay A2 closes a charging circuit running over 
the diode D8 and the relay B for the capacitor C2. The 
common relay B receives excitation current when this 
circuit closes and attracts. The excited relay S drops 
out over the rest contact 34b, which opens. Relay B 
drops out again, and relay S can again close only when 
the charging current of the capacitor C2 is less than the 
holding current of relay B. ~ 
Although on the basis of maintenance of the loop in 

the telephone exchange device SpV a particular partici 
pant in the conference is busy, nevertheless, there ex 
ists the possibility for the operator to switch into an ex 
isting conference connection. In a manner not shown 
the operator can connect himself to the voice confer 
ence transmission network SpKU over his own confer 
ence signal receiver, from his site VP. The exchange 
site is equipped with a television camera FK, for the 
purpose of transmission of a reference picture to the 
video devices of all conference participants, which can 
be connected directly to the common combined pic 
ture line SB upon activation of a switching-on key TA. 
A relay not shown further, which is to be switched on 
by activating the key TA, separates the combined pic 
ture line SB from the combined picture emitter $80 by 
opening its rest contact 35av, and it prevents the exci 
tation of the participant-common relay S by opening its 
rest contact 36av and causes it to drop out as neces 
sary. This insures that, independent of the momentary 
state of the conference hook-up, the video devices of 
all subscriber stations participating in the conference 
connection are connected to the common combined 
picture line SB for receiving the reference picture. This 
connection is made at the receivers over the change 
over contacts 105, 11s and 12s of the common relay, 
which are in the rest position, upon activating the 
switching-on key TA at the exchange VP. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the signals for 
the conference-type through-switching of the video ca 
bles in the video conference transmission network, in 
stead of being obtained voice-controlled from voice 
receivers which are to be attached to each subscriber 
station to participate in a conference connection could 
be obtained from other signals emitted directly at the 
individual subscriber stations themselves (e.g., activat 
ing a ground key). 
The preferred embodiment of the invention de 

scribed herein is only exemplary of the principles of the 
invention. Certainly, many modi?cations or changes 
will occur to one skilled in the art, which will be within 
the spirit and scope of the invention, as defined by the 
appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a telephone exchange system having video sig 

nal processing means, apparatus for completing a con 
ference connection comprising: 

a plurality of subscriber stations interconnectable 
through said exchange, each subscriber station in 
cluding a video device comprising a television re 
ceiver and a television camera, 

common single picture video line means connectable 
to said video devices in those of said subscriber sta 
tions participating in a conference connection, 

means for producing video signals corresponding to 
a simultaneously combined display of all the cam 
era outputs from those of said subscriber stations 
participating in the conference connection, 

12 
combined picture line means connectable to said 
producing means and to the video devices in said 
plurality of subscriber stations, 

video conference transmission network means for se 
5 lectably connecting the video devices in those of 

said subscriber stations participating in the confer 
ence connection to said common line means and 
said combined picture line means, said receivers 
being connectable to said combined picture line 

0 means and said cameras and receivers being con 
nectable to said common single picture line means, 

?rst switching means at said subscriber stations for 
selectably connecting said subscriber stations to 
said common and said combined picture line 

15 means and 

voice responsive second switching means for operat 
ing said transmission network connection means in 
dependence on which of said subscriber stations in 

20 the conference connection is transmitting audio 
signals. 

2. The apparatus de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
means for producing combined picture signals com 
prises: 

' a plurality of television monitors, 
a plurality of monitor transmission lines connected to 

receive the camera outputs from said subscriber 
, stations and connected to said television monitors, 
a switching matrix interposed in said monitor lines, 
a combined picture camera focused on said plurality 
of monitors, and 

monitor control means for operating said switching 
matrix for connecting predetermined ones of said 
monitor lines to selectable ones of said monitors 
and for regulating said combined picture signal to 
determine the spatial arrangement of the combined 
picture. 

3. The apparatus de?ned in claim 2 wherein said 
switching matrix is interposed only in predetermined 
ones of said monitor lines, the others of said monitor 
lines being connected to cross-points of said matrix 
such that when said predetermined monitor lines re 
ceive signals from subscriber stations such signals may 
be switched said other monitor lines, as necessary. 

4. The apparatus de?ned in claim 1 further compris 
ing: 

a plurality of individual video lines individually con 
nectable to the cameras in said video devices of 
those of said subscriber stations in the conference 

25 

35 

40 

50 connection over said transmission network connec 
tion means and 

third manually operable switching means for selec 
tively connecting the receivers in the video devices 

55 in said subscriber stations in the conference con 
nection to any of said individual video lines or said 
combined picture line. 

5. The apparatus de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
video conference transmission network means is con 
structed to connect said receivers in those of said sub 
scriber stations in the conference connection to said 
combined picture line means when said second switch 

60 

ing means is inoperative as a result of an absence of 
audio transmissions. 

6. The apparatus de?ned in claim 5 wherein said 
video conference transmission network includes means 
for operating upon exit of one of said subscriber sta 
tions from the conference connection to connect said 
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receivers in the remaining subscriber stations to the 
combined picture line means. 

7. The apparatus de?ned in claim 1 additionally com 
prising: 
a further television camera in the exchange installa- 5 

tion for transmitting a reference picture, said fur 
ther camera having its output selectably connected 
to said combined picture line means and 

?fth switching means for connecting said further 
camera to said combined picture line means, for 10 
disconnecting said means for producing from said 
combined picture line means and for connecting 
the receivers in said subscriber stations to said 
combined picture line means thereby applying the 
picture from said further camera to each of said 
subscriber station receivers. 
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8. The apparatus de?ned in claim 3 wherein said first 

and second switching means are constructed so that 
said camera in said video device in the subscriber sta 
tion of a speaking participant is connected to said com 
mon video line means, said camera therein being con 
nected to said combined picture line means and so that 
said receivers in nonspeaking subscriber stations are 
connected to said common video line means, said cam 
eras therein being individually connected to said indi 
vidual video line means. 

9. The apparatus de?ned in claim 4 wherein said 
video conference transmission network means is opera 
ble upon a pause in the voice signals from all of said 
subscriber stations to connect all of receivers in said 
stations to said combined picture line means. 

* * * >|= * 


